
 
New Items - June 2021

 
NON-FICTION 

Click on book cover or titles to see if book is available. 
Sign into your library card account - CLICK HERE 

 

Please call or email if you would like an assistant to put it on hold for you. 

Call: 608-759-2665       Email: circ@bentonpubliclibrary.com
Wandering in strange lands : a daughter of the
Great Migration reclaims her roots 
by Morgan Jerkins  
 
From an acclaimed cultural critic and the New York Times best-selling
author of This Will Be My Undoing comes the story of her journey to
understand her northern and southern roots, the Great Migration and
the displacement of black people across America. 40,000 first printing

The three mothers : how the mothers of Martin
Luther King, Jr., Malcolm X, and James Baldwin
shaped a nation 
by Anna Malaika Tubbs  
 
A Gates Cambridge Scholar presents a tribute to the mothers of
Malcolm X, James Baldwin and Martin Luther King, Jr., to share insights
into the prejudices they endured, their commitment to education and
their anti-racism advocacy. 75,000 first printing.

All thirteen : the incredible cave rescue of the
Thai boys' soccer team 
by Christina Soontornvat  
 
Combines firsthand interviews with scientific and cultural insights in a
middle grade account of the 2018 Thai cave rescue of the Wild Boars
soccer team and the critical, sophisticated engineering operation that
saved the lives of 13 young people. Simultaneous eBook. Illustrations.
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Shape : the hidden geometry of information,
biology, strategy, democracy, and everything
else 
by Jordan Ellenberg  
 
"Shape reveals the geometry underneath some of the most important
scientific, political, and philosophical problems we face. Geometry
asks: Where are things? Which things are near each other? How can you
get from one thing to another thing? Those are important questions.
Geometry doesn't just measure the world-it explains it. Shape shows us
how"

Quilts from The quiltmaker's gift : 20
traditional patterns for a new generation of
generous quiltmakers 
by Joanne Larsen Line  
 
Provides detailed instructions and measurements for quilt patterns as
found in the children's picture book, "The Quiltmaker's Gift."
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